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About This Game

"Tiny Brains" is a cooperative action puzzler that follows four super-powered lab animals in their attempt to escape a mad
scientist's experiments. In this joyously chaotic multiplayer game, the four "Tiny Brains" must combine their unique physics-

based powers to navigate through a trick-ridden maze. All of the puzzles in "Tiny Brains" can be solved multiple ways
depending on how groups combine their powers. The game has competitive and challenging fast paced communicative play

along with simple controls so players of any level can jump right in.

KEY GAMEPLAY FEATURES
•Cooperative Gaming: Tiny Brains requires players to collaborate and put their heads together to overcome physics-based

obstacles. With each player controlling a different superpower – Create, Force, Vortex and Teleport – the Tiny Brains must
work as a team to move forward and escape the scientist’s deadly labyrinth of mazes.

•Play It Your Way: All of the puzzles in Tiny Brains can be solved multiple ways depending on how groups combine their
powers. The co-op level design creates dynamic, emergent gameplay, whether advancing through the campaign mode, beating

time-based challenges, or competing in endless levels.

•Whimsical World: To escape the mad scientist’s lair, players explore a colorful world of Popsicle stick-like ice pops, duct tape,
tiny cages and Rube Goldberg machines. The zany art style gives rise to a slew of slightly mutated, yet oddly cute, playable

characters.

•Hardcore to Casual: Tiny Brains eggs on hardcore gamers with competitive leaderboards and fast-paced communicative play,
challenging them to combine their powers as efficiently as possible. At the same time, the game has simple controls and physics-
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based mechanics that make it easy for casual and less-experienced gamers to jump right in.
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An interesting approach to the Pac-Man formula and a bootleg game if I ever saw one, but a suprisingly entertaining bootleg

I bought this game on impulse thinking it was actually related to the Crazy Otto game that Ms.Pac-Man was originally, but don't
let that fool you, this is NOT that game

This is a local\/online take on Pac-Man where you can have up to eight players control the dinosaurs and the Otto family, up to
six dinosaurs and four otto "people"

This game feels like a pure rip off of Pac-Man, (right down to the color of the first 4 dinosaurs matching the ghosts) but with
varied mazes and a suprisingly interesting approach to the formula, this feels as though it's almost like an homage\/rip off hybrid
game

But don't get me wrong there are problems with the game, the main problem with the game is the controls and moving. I never
imagined that a game maker could mess up WASD and somehow make the "input detection" feel a bit off or delayed, but this
game somehow managed to mess that up, not to mention I payed 7 bucks for this game, and after playing the game for a few
minutes, I feel as though a better price would be 3 dollars or 4 dollars at most

What was most disappointing tho is that you can't do a single player game as the "ghosts"

To conclude this review of Crazy Otto, the game is a fun and unique take on the Pac-Man formula, but has it's problems and it
needs to be addressed\/patched, just don't expect much for the single player content and note that multi-player is where this
game shines. This game is overall an ok game, but I would NOT pay 7 dollars for the game and wait until the price goes down,
and in genreal, expect something unique and nice, but nothing that's groundbreaking or drool generating

. Wtf a math game??
art is kind of poor but the game is acceptable 7\/10. The most boring game ever! Characters are cute, but the story goes too
slowly and you don't have many options to do anything; At least I didn't have before I got sick of this game.. dont even know
what to do. I don't really know how to describe this game other than "wonderful". It's got some bugs, but the gameplay is
amazing and the worlds are beautiful. I'm looking forward to spending many hours building books and letting my friends play
them :D. ### WARNING: the following review space is a Pro-Gamer Zone. You have been advised. ###

What is Payroll? Well, I'll leave the philosophizing to the eggheads in thinktanks, because I'm a Gamer. As a gamer, I'm always
looking for fresh and exciting new digital experiences chock full of immersion and graphics. Payroll, as they say, fits the bill
nicely. If you've never wondered just how high (or low!!!) of a score you can rack up in a simulated 3D role-playing
environment, while being involved in a powerful emotional narrative that makes Dilbert look like something for babies, well,
can you really call yourself a Gamer? 'Nuff said.. Really great product honestly i just tested my ps3 drum set on it and it
responds really well. The sound is good, and i can even use multiple drumsets for more drums and have a full set. Great way to
save 1600 dollars on a drum set and keep space in your apartment!. absalutly amazing
anything good in this game name it
story\/ me:good
artwork\/ me: good
jumscares\/ me: goo-wait ok but good game overall. DLC broken I got nothing after purchasing this.
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Welcome Nidalee to Hero Siege, you are so OP. Let's hope you don't get nerfed. More fun than fighting with your girlfriend
through texts at 2 am.. The combat is a classic easy to learn, tough to master type. The story easy to follow, and the game
rewards players that clear areas flawlessly. It's well worth the price. The difficulty isn't too hard, especially if you are playing
with a controller instead of mouse and keyboard. I would highly recommend this game.. + Great song
+ Great visuals
+ Graphics and song match up very well
+ no 360 video crap
+ good price, 2\u20ac

- why dont I see my hands (controllers)? Would have been easy to implement and would be a boost for immersivnes

Great music expirience, just have a look at my playtime. I demoed it a few times and have probably watched it 10 times myself..
This game is beautiful, though it may be quick, it's challenging and one wrong move might make you restart the level, It has
adventure and puzzle, The story is not much but there is one and it's kinda cool. The game is also very cheap, and trust me you
get a lot for that 99 cents. Also the art style in this game is awesome. The gameplay is fun too, it feels really satisfying to trap
the monsters behind boxes, This game is easy to run, cheap, beautiful and most of all fun.. Good writing, and good story. The
style is sometimes confusing, lacking details, or temporarly mixed. Way too many interactions with the other characters are way
too short. "Can I talk to you? - Sure, come to my home tonight" He comes we take a drink and he says "Be careful", then he
leaves... wtf? Is that all you had to tell me?

The game also feels pretty linear, with few paths to fail the story. Of course it is gratifying in a way, but I like to know that I can
make mistakes in an interactive story. Otherwise, it's a good read.. Imagine stanley parable, but 20 minutes long and looks like
it's from 1995.

Pros: I love the graphics, has multiple endings (about 5 endings), what you do affects your rank in the end (slacking off by
taking LSD, going to the bathroom without washing your hands, and snooping around, lowers your rank).

Cons: No randomly generated tasks so when you beat the game you're just playing it again to get a different ending and
achievements, the game is a little too short but the price justifies it.

Overall, I recommend it. Very good game indeed 8\/10. Did you watch the film Dunkirk and think Tom Hardy should have been
shot down? Good news - you have the opportunity in this DLC. The initial invasion of France mission involved a secondary goal
of shooting down a Spitfire.

This DLC is just plain fun. Get some Stukas and BF109s and have at it from the skies while your tanks zoom around various
locations in Europe. The missions bounce around geographically, which is great as you fight basically every nation involved in
WWII. There's no end to the fun. Ride the train from Bergen to Oslo, just like on Netflix's Slow TV program! Save the Italians
from themselves! Remind the Greeks they're Slavs! Apologize to your Polish relatives as you gleefully take Warsaw!

Also, there's an armored train, which is as hilarious of a concept as it is fun. Choo choo, mother \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers.

10\/10
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